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_________________________________________________________________________
The Sierra Nevada red fox (Vulpes vulpes necator; SNRF) is a subspecies of red fox
native to the upper montane, subalpine, and alpine zones of the Sierra Nevada and Cascades in California and Oregon (Grinnell et al. 1937; Perrine et al. 2010; Sacks et al. 2010).
Declines in the distribution and abundance of SNRF populations led to the designation of
the subspecies as state-threatened in California in 1980 (Gould 1980). More recently, the
remnant population in the Sierra Nevada was proposed for federal listing as an endangered
Distinct Population Segment (USFWS 2020). Lack of certainty as to the distribution of
remnant SNRF populations has hindered conservation efforts and population recovery. Using noninvasive survey techniques, we documented the southernmost SNRF detections in
recent decades, greatly expanding the known contemporary range of this state-threatened
subspecies (Perrine et al. 2010; Hatfield et al. 2020).
Although the subspecies existed historically as far south as the Mt. Whitney region
(Grinnell et al. 1937), the verified contemporary distribution of SNRF in the Sierra Nevada
is far more restricted. Prior to 2010, the last confirmed detection in the Sierra Nevada was
a photograph taken in 1991 on the Inyo National Forest near Tioga Pass in Yosemite National Park (Perrine et al. 2010). Although there were several observations of apparent red
foxes in the southern Sierra Nevada during the 1960s−1990s (Schempf and White 1977;
Perrine et al. 2010), the last confirmed SNRF detections south of Yosemite National Park
were reported by Grinnell et al. (1937). In 2010, a U.S. Forest Service survey documented
SNRF near Sonora Pass, north of Yosemite National Park (Statham et al. 2012). Between
2010–2013, confirmed detections of red foxes in the Sierra Nevada were limited to an approximately 30-km stretch of the Sierra Crest immediately north of Yosemite National Park
(Quinn et al. 2019).
The scarcity of contemporary SNRF detections may indicate local extirpations, but
may also be due to insufficient survey effort. Because SNRF exist at very low densities in
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remote, high-elevation areas, documenting their distribution can be extremely challenging.
Most previous systematic surveys targeted multiple species and were optimized for mustelids
(e.g., Zielinski et al. 2005; Green 2006; IWS 2006; Perrine et al. 2010), which have different
habitat requirements and behaviors than SNRF. Only a small number of previous surveys
were conducted in the high-elevation habitat historically ascribed to SNRF, using methods
with high probabilities of detection for canids (Statham et al. 2012; Stock and Eyes 2017;
Quinn et al. 2019; CDFW, unpublished data).
In 2013, a noninvasive genetic study documented apparent SNRF population growth
in the Sonora Pass area, immediately following immigration from a nearby population
(Quinn et al. 2019). The observed increase in reproductive output and local abundance
raised the possibility that SNRF could be expanding their distribution and suggested a need
for systematic surveys throughout the historical range. In 2014, SNRF were documented in
northern Yosemite National Park (Stock and Eyes 2017). In 2015, we began implementing
noninvasive SNRF surveys at elevations above 2,700 m between the southern boundary of
Yosemite National Park and the northern boundary of Kings Canyon National Park (Fig. 1).
We used a combination of baited camera stations during the winter and scat surveys during
the summer and fall to survey for SNRF.
Each fall, we selected a focal watershed containing potential SNRF habitat (Cleve
et al. 2011). We applied a sampling frame of 10.4-km2 hexagonal cells across the selected
watershed, placing two remote cameras (Reconyx , Holmen, Wisconsin, USA; Stermer et
al. 2015) per sampling cell with at least 1.6 km between cameras (e.g., Stermer et al. 2015).
We attached cameras to trees or large boulders using bungee cord or parachute cord. We
baited each station with a scent lure 5 m away from the camera to attract carnivores (Gusto,
Minnesota Trapline Products, Pennock, MN, USA). Each annual survey consisted of 10 to
15 sampling cells containing 20–30 cameras, operational during October–June at minimum.
Between 2015–2020, we deployed 114 survey cameras (average 18.4 per annual survey)
which were operational for 23,262 total days (average 4,652.4 operational days per annual
survey; Table 1). Because cameras would need to remain operational through winter, we
prioritized camera placement on high-elevation passes and ridges that were exposed to prevailing winds and unlikely to become buried in snow. We suspected that these windswept,
geographically constrained features might also function as travel corridors for wildlife.
In addition to cameras deployed within a systematic survey framework, we maintained
passive monitoring cameras year-round in locations where we detected SNRF or where
camera placements were easily accessible to surveyors. We used similar methods to deploy
passive monitoring and survey cameras, but passive cameras were not deployed according
to a systematic framework.
We followed camera surveys with scat surveys during the summer and fall to collect
fecal material for genetic analysis. Surveyors traversed ridges, passes, and trails in sampling
cells where cameras had detected SNRF and collected all apparent mesocarnivore scats. The
Mammalian Ecology and Conservation Unit at the University of California, Davis conducted
genetic analysis of scat samples, using mitochondrial sequences to confirm species, and
nuclear microsatellites and a sex marker to identify individuals (e.g., Quinn et al. 2019).
Between 2015–2020, we surveyed 58 sampling cells and detected SNRF in 10 cells
(Fig. 1). We did not detect SNRF in the cells surveyed between 2015–2017 (North Fork of
Bishop Creek, Rock Creek, Mammoth Lakes Basin, and Humphreys Basin), indicating either
that SNRF were not present in the areas we surveyed during those years or simply that our
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Figure 1. Locations of 10.4 km2 sampling cells where high-elevation Sierra Nevada red fox (SNRF) remote camera
surveys and scat detections occurred between 2015-2020. In inset map, “Previous Detections” are from Statham
et al. 2012, Stock and Eyes 2017, Quinn et al. 2019, CDFW unpublished data, National Park Service unpublished
data, and U.S. Forest Service unpublished data. “Historical Range” is from Grinnell et al. 1937.

surveys failed to detect SNRF. In 2018, we detected SNRF at six camera sites within the
Mono Creek watershed, southeast of the town of Mammoth Lakes (Fig. 1, cells 1, 2, 3, 5, and
6). We collected five SNRF scats within this survey area (Fig. 1, cells 1–5), representing two
females and one male. The male had been detected by scat at Sonora Pass in 2017 (Quinn
et al. 2019), demonstrating a dispersal of more than 120 km within eight months (Fig. 2).
We maintained passive monitoring cameras at or near locations where survey cameras had
detected SNRF, and continued to detect SNRF in the Mono Creek watershed in 2019 and
2020. During the summer and fall of 2019, we collected five SNRF scats from the Mono
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Table 1. Number of survey cameras, operational days, and Sierra Nevada red fox (SNRF) detections per study
area and year for SNRF surveys between 2015-2020.

Study area

Year

Cameras

Operational Days

SNRF Detections

East Side

2016

19

2834

0

Humphreys Basin

2017

24

4475

0

a

Mono Creek

2018

19

4546

13

Ritter Range

2019

26

5935

3

Silver Divide

2020

26

5472

0

The East Side study area encompassed the Mammoth Lakes Basin, Rock Creek,
and the North Fork of Bishop Creek.
a

Creek watershed and one from an adjacent watershed (McGee Creek). Genetic analysis of
the scats collected in 2019 documented the same male but only one of the two females that
were first detected in 2018. No new individuals were identified.
In addition to the SNRF individuals detected in the Mono Creek watershed, we also
detected SNRF in 2019 and 2020 on four remote cameras located north of the Mono Creek
watershed and south of Yosemite National Park. Two of the detections were in the Ritter
Range, a sub-range of the Sierra Nevada west of the town of Mammoth Lakes (Fig. 1,
cells 7–8). The other two detections were on the Sierra Crest in the vicinity of Mammoth
Lakes (Fig. 1, cells 9–10). Although we maintained passive monitoring cameras in these
locations and conducted scat surveys nearby, we have not yet obtained genetic samples
or had repeat photographic detections from these sites. Therefore, we cannot confirm the
number of individuals detected or whether the detections represent dispersers or resident
SNRF. A camera survey conducted in 2020 in the Silver Divide, adjacent to the Mono Creek
watershed, did not detect SNRF. During the winter of 2020-2021, in collaboration with the
National Park Service (NPS), we will be deploying a camera survey in the northern portion
of Kings Canyon National Park, approximately 15 km south of our southernmost detection
in the Mono Creek watershed.
Our findings suggest that SNRF are more broadly distributed in the Sierra Nevada
than previously suspected, although they likely exist at low density within our study area.
Recent detections of SNRF in the Sierra Nevada are relatively continuous along the Sierra
Crest between Ebbetts Pass and Mono Pass, with no gaps in distribution >20 km (Quinn
et al. 2019; Hatfield et al. 2020; CDFW, unpublished data, NPS, unpublished data). The
movement of at least one individual from Sonora Pass to Mono Creek indicates some level
of connectivity within the range. SNRF use the highest available elevations year-round, with
detections ranging from 3,044 m to 3,738 m. Continuing surveys are crucial to determine the
current distribution of SNRF in the Sierra Nevada and to inform conservation and recovery
efforts for this state-threatened subspecies.
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Figure 2. Locations of scat detections of a single Sierra Nevada red fox (SNRF) male in summer 2017 near Sonora
Pass and in summer 2018 in the Mono Creek watershed, demonstrating a dispersal of more than 120 km within
eight months.
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